relationship between culture and politics have been transformed into something significantly new after independence.
Visitors to Bulawayo today are often struck by the different impression given by Zimbabwe's second largest city and that of the capital Harare. Whereas Harare after independence has continued to be a deeply divided place, dominated by the enormous distance which colonial planning established between Black and White and between the wealthy suburbs of the north and the townships and Chitungwisa south of the city, Bulawayo appears relatively much more together. Segregation between races and between rich and poor is less spectactular, and there is more of a gradual transition between the town and the townships on the western side, indicating a history of different interactions and providing other possibilities for contact Many people in Bulawayo also tend to be proud of what they claim to be the relatively higher standards of their townships as compared to those of Harare, of the housing provided and of the municipal welfare and community services offered, and will point to a more liberal history of administration and council policy dating back to the 1950s. At Bulawayo's centenary celebrations in June 1994, the togetherness of the city was underlined by the establishment of a central mall for festivities in Jason Moyo Avenue, and the City Council has recently donated land for a new Cultural Centre to be set up in Mzilikazi at the interface between the central and western parts of town.l Bulawayo is interesting further because of its closeness to South Africa. As there has been close interaction between the development of town planners' philosophies in Bulawayo and those of South African urban officials, there have been tight links between the political and cultural development of the capital of Matabeleland and those of urban South Africa. Nationalist political organisations in Bulawayo have historically been close to the ANC and shared many of the Congress movement's basic outlooks, contributing to its different political tradition from those of movements based in other regions of Zimbabwe.
In the field of popular culture, Bulawayo and South African towns, Johannesburg in particular, share the same space and have been on the same touring circuit. Dorothy Masuka, 'the pride of Pumula', has been a South African star as well as Rhodesia and Zimbabwe's answer to Miriam Makeba. Mbube choirs and jazz bands from South Africa have travelled north and inspired imitations and elaborations. Bulawayo drama groups today look south to the performance energy of Sowetan and other township theatre and have made the interaction between the two societies part of their field of representation.2 Migration, family links and language networks have made communication with South Africa part of the everyday reality of numerous Bulawayo individuals, and increasingly so recently as drought, recession and structural adjustment have forced people to look outward to supplement their resources and to question the Godgiven nature of present-day nation-state boundaries.
Also in the literature, both fictional and academic, about the history of Rhodesia and Zimbabwe, Bulawayo and Matabeleland and have been given a special place and attributed particular characteristics. White Rhodesian novels made a stereotype of the 'Matabele' characteras 'noble savage' as different from the threatening slyness of the 'Mashona tribe'. At the same time, literature in Ndebele from its beginnings had a strong dedication to the exploration of the glorious past of Mzilikazi and Lobengula. 3 And historians have painted pictures of fundamentally different resistance histories in Matabeleland and the north-east, describing particular lines of development rooted in different conditions of conquest and in a specific tradition of political culture influenced partly by the prominence of trade union and worker organisation, paitly by the 3 continued existence over the years of varieties of local Ndebele nationalism. 4 After independence this pattern has to some extent been continued in the historiography of the Liberation War, first in the rather celebrationist writing just after 1980 which extolled ZANU-PF and ZANLA as the leading militant forces in the battle for independence and neglected or wrote do wn the contribution ofPF-ZAPU and ZIPRA. More recently, after the cooptation of ZAPU ministers into the Zimbabwean Government in 1987-8, it has been possible to prepare new histories which point out ZIPRA's war contribution and special strategies.
It is argued now that because of the particular political traditions of Bulawayo and Matabeleland, ZAPU's line of struggle and mobilisation was more socialist and less populist than ZANU's, more urban-based and modernisation-oriented, more rationalist and less reliant on cultural an religious discourses, and less coercive in its handling of relations between soldiers and civilians during the war. This was possible, the argument goes, because ZAPU had available intact organisational structures inside Zimbabwe throughout the 1960s and 70s, which made a different political culture possible and presented different potentials for post-independence development. 5 This is obviously a field where much more research is needed, partly because of the extended time-lag of the period between 1982 and 1987 when the history of ZAPU and Matabeleland was too controversial to approach because of the strife between the two big nationalist organisations (and during which much important documentation disappeared). And partly because so relatively little work has been done so far on the political and cultural history of towns in Rhodesia in the 1960s and 70s. It is tempting to assume, though, that during 'the period of silence' itself, between 1982 and 1987, when ZAPU was repressed, Bulawayo became a centre of potentials for radical oppositional politics, r i important base for the emergence of new and different political p larities to emerge after the reconciliation of the two major fractions of 'old' nationalist politics in 1987.
During this period, it can be argued, Bulawayo also developed or reasserted its own specific cultural traditions. Because of the difficulties and dangers of engaging in 'open' politics during the period of silence, cultural articulation gained a spec al significance.
1 this context, the development of township theatre was particularly impressive. While theatre groups mushroomed all over Zimbabwe, they were particularly prolific, inventive and fearless in Bulawayo.
Bulawayo drama groups seemed to be building potentials for a new political culture, for the articulation of democratic initiative from below. They pointed a way out of the apathy which had been produced partly by years of Rhodesian mental colonisation and racist patronisation, partly by the pungwe psychology and the political culture of rallies and unconditional assent, which had been among the outcomes of the Liberation War and the early years of nationalist government. 6 The Development of Bulawayo's Townships from 1893
Contrary to the assumption, that towns are 'un-African' phenomena, the colonial city of Bulawayo from the mid-nineteenth century was preceded by a pre-colonial town. 7 It was one of the sites where Mzilikazi would hold court and exert control over his kingdom, and from 1875 became the main urban settlement of Lobengula. In 1889, it was estimated to have between 15 and 20,000 inhabitants and had a special 'township', or accommodation quarters, for White concessionaires and traders seeking contact with the Ndebele kingdom. This old Bulawayo was evacuated during the war of conquest in 1893 and subsequendy burnt down. Bulawayo's first African township was the Native Location, later known as Old Location, which was situated close to the centre of town where Makokoba is today and came into existence from 1894 first as a spontaneous settlement of Africans seeking employment in town. There was little planning or control invested in the early development of the Location : 'The only public concern was to prevent various nuissances attributed to the "kaffirs" such as noise, dirt, prostitution, torn toms, idleness, thieving, and it was left to the churches and missionaries to look after African welfare and recreation'. 10 In 1899,300 people were estimated to be living in the location, compared to the 2,000 Africans who in 1896 were thought to be living in the town of Bulawayo itself. .
A few further figures will give an idea of the scope of the urban development which has taken place in the townships of Bulawayo since then. The figures are not immediately comparable, but the different ways in which they are calculated at different stages of urbanisation are in themselves indicative of the changing situation of Africans in town.
In 1936, 1943 and 1949, there were, respectively, 15,322, 6 25,000 and 48,000 'African males in employment' resident in the townships. In 1957, there were 82,617 Africans registered to live there, including 9,264 families'. In 1964, the population of the African townships was counted as 127,180 including an estimated 6,000 illegal residents, but excluding 30,993 people living in railway or industrial compounds or inprivate, so-called 'secondary dwellings'. In 1969, when a census was taken, the population in Bulawayo 'highdensity areas', largely synonymous with the African townships, was counted as 197,490. At the time of the next census, in 1982, the 'highdensity area' population was given as 371,488. An estimate of the 1992 population in Bulawayo's 'high-density areas', based on an average 5.9% annual growth since 1982 (the rate of the period 1969-1982), would come out at 659,028.
11 The preliminary report of the 1992 census, however, sets the total Bulawayo population at only 620,936 and gives no separate figures for townships or high-density suburbs.
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The early figures are likely to be too low -the Bulawayo City Council generally tended to underestimate the number of illegal urban residents, and the census figures of 1969 fell way below the prc-census estimates of the Council, indicating that a significant number of people have tended to stay clear of inform ation gatherers. Something similar was said to have been the case in 1982.
In any case, the growth in population and the speed of urbanisation in the townships have been spectacular, if of uneven intensity, with a particular upsurge in migration influx of 157% taking place between 1941 and 1951 and coinciding with the great boom in industrialisation which took place in Bulawayo during and immediately after World War Two. The latter part of the same period saw trade unionisation strike root as a form of organisation of Africans along urban class lines, culminating in the railway strike of 1945 and the attempts to launch a general strike in 1948. And had Benjamin Burombo and the African Voice Association come forward 7 as the first political movement to link together effectively the struggles of urban and rural residents. 13 From the beginning of the century, polices of segregation were pursued by both the Rhodesian government and the Bulawayo City Council to control African urban settlement.
14 Efforts were directed at keeping out a 'floating populating' of'loafers' and 'self-employed persons' and to restrict Bulawayo's African population to people in wage employment who had undergone medical examination and been issued with registration certificates. Early attempts concentrated on moving as great a proportion of the African population as possible from town itself into the Location and railway and industrial compounds and reserve these areas for 'natives' by expelling Indian and White traders. 15 Before long, city fathers began to worry about the Location being too close to the centre and the White town, and Native Village Settlement Schemes were initiated under the provisions of the 1930 Land Apportionment Act to situate African urban settlement much further away towards the west. Thus Luveve village was created in 1938, while there was an attempt to check the growth of the Old Location by allowing it to decay and demolishing houses in it as part of 'slum clearances' which were especially directed against housing which was privately owned by Africans. 16 The Native (Urban Areas) Accommodation and Registration Act of 1946 introduced stricter regulations on influx, which made Bulawayo a 'proclaimed area' for which residents must have a new type of 'town pass', and -against the protest of the City Councilplaced a much higher degree of responsibility for administration, planning and provision of services on local authorities. 18 and this signalled the beginning of a new era of both tighter control and more elaborate policies for township development. 1 9
As part of the new Act, the City Council was given full responsibility for the provision of housing, and with the Native Land Husbandry Act (1951) simultaneously placing restrictions on settlement in rural areas, pressure was put on authorities to come to terms with prospects for more permanent residential schemes for Africans in town. Thus, in Bulawayo, 'slum clearances' were replaced with renovation schemes and building of new rented accommodation and hostels for single workers in the township areas closest to town, and Makokoba (as the Location was now known) was supplemented by the establishment of nearby townships at Mzilikazi in 1946 and at Barbourfields and Nguboyenja in 1949. At the same time, different townships based on 'home ownership schemes' with long leases and possibilities of eventual freehold were created further away from the city at Pumula (1952), Pelendaba (1953) , Njube (1954) and Mpopoma (1956) . Further townships, with a mixture of home ownership and rented accommodation, were established in the 1960s at Tshabalala, Magwegwe, Mabutweni and Iminyela, and in the 1970s at Lobengula, Nkulumane, Emakhandeni og Entumbane.
Summarised in this way, there was nothing much to set the urban history of Bulawayo apart from that of Salisbury, of the South African towns on whose examples the city's planners were so dependent, or of a town like Nairobi.
Instead of appearing more liberal and integration-oriented than the average Southern African city, the Bulawayo City Council in some respects seems to have acted in unusually conservative and segregationist ways, and in several instances Bulawayo resisted the development of national policies to give relative support to African consolidation in towns. 21 It was the national government which intervened to stop the destruction of Makokoba through slum clearances in the 1930s and 1940s against the wishes of the City Council to have all African urban settlements moved further away from the city. It was national legislation which forced the Bulawayo City Council to set up a Native Administration Department in 1949 and to mobilise resources for planning, housing and a minimum of welfare activity. The national government kept putting pressure on the Bulawayo local authorities to spend part of the revenue obtained from White ratepayers and the taxation of businesses on township development, while the Council kept insisting that Africans must pay for their own welfare. The great pride of the Bulawayo Council was the high rate of growth in profits from the municipal African beer brewery and the monopoly of beer sales and of beer gardens in the townships. While government wanted such income spent on welfare and recreation activities alone, the Bulawayo council managed to keep beer revenue one of the main sources of income (with rents and loans) out of which total township expenses were met and to prevent the spending of any significant amount of White ratepayers' money on African urbanisation.
Until the 1960s, the main part of social and educational provision in the townships was maintained by missions and other private organisations and charities. And while the Council gradually came to acknowledge the desirability for reasons of social control of letting families rather than single males settle in town and to support some degree of permanence in this settlement, this remained a deeply ambiguous and disputed attitude. Out of a fear of both, the Council strove to find an impossible compromise between transitoriness and permanence in its regard and treatment of urban African citizens. The result of such half-heartedness was a degree of misery and deprivation which shocked people who were newcomers to it. Ngwabi Bhebe describes his first visit to Bulawayo, as a schoolboy, in 1959. It will be interesting, eventually, to have the chance to compare more systematically the social history of Bulawayo and its townships with those of Salisbury/Harare and of the Witwatersrand which are presendy being investigated by Brian Raftopoulos and Phil Bonner respectively. 23 i n the meantime, at least one thing which seems certainly special about the history of Bulawayo, is the 'liberalism' and the high-profile modernisation ideology which was characteristic of the City Council's African Administration (later Welfare and Amenities) Department from about 1953 onwards. The following section win describe briefly the cultural policies which were pursued by the Bulawayo City Council through the 1950s, 60s and 70s, before turning to the response with which these policies were met by African nationalist organisations : What Gargett wanted to present with such remarkable selfconfidence, were the achievements of the African Administration Department which had been set up in 1949 with Hugh Ashton as Director, and whose design it was, based on the most fashionable tenets of contemporary modernisation theory, as described in detail in Gargett's dissertation, 'to ease the transition to a Western way of life' for Bulawayo's African inhabitants.25
Cultural policies and the accommodation of psychological needs were of the special importance in this process of easing-'Mass recreation and public entertainment dominated the municipal programme for many years'. 26 a main aim of Council intervention was The situation prior to the establishment of the Department of African Administration was described as something similar to a Hobbesian state of uncivil society, in which there was even 'little evidence of traditional cultural activity*. 28 Townships were seen as cultural deserts, in which leisure activities were dominated by shebeen drinking, prostitution and gang fighting : what is now the municipal welfare service came into being. 29 The work of welfare officers required special qualifications and sensitivities. They should be The claims by Council officials that they were moving into a chaotic, cultural vacuum to provide structures for 'participation', 'associations' and 'healthy home life' activities, however, tended to ignore a wide range of popular cultural genres and institutions which were already there, but could be moulded and tentatively domesticated by municipal initiatives. 'Tea parties', shebeen and beer hall entertainment comprised a lot more than just drinking and prostitution, and Joyce Makwenda who is preparing a book and a film about township culture in Zimbabwe describes the period between 1940 and the late 1960s as the 'golden age' of urban African popular culture. 31 Apart from hosting visits from South African performers, Rhodesia's townships during these years fostered their own jazz, amasiganda (one-man band) and amakwaya (choir) stars like De Black Evening Follies, The City Quads, George Sibanda, Josaya Hadebe, the Merry Makers, the Bantu Actors, the Epworth Theatrical Strutters, Dorothy Masuka, the Gay Gaieties, the Yellow Blues and the Milton Brothers. And performances would range from more formal community orbeerhall concerts to 'tea-party' orshebeen jam sessions and improvisations. 32 Outside the world of jazz, there were other more or less wellestablished traditions and institutions of township popular cultural life. Churches and missions had inspired the formation of choral societies dedicating themselves to religious songs and spirituals. Migrant workers returning from South Africa would bring with other genres of choir performance such as mbube competitions as well as the gumboots dancing of the mining compounds around which clubs and associations could be formed. Immigrants from Nyasaland/ Malawi had brought nyau and ngoni dances with them, and like them migrants from Northern Rhodesia/Zambia and Portuguese East Africa/Mozambique would group together to cultivate the performance traditions of their home areas. Similarly, people coming to the townships from different parts of Rhodesia would try to establish internal cohesion and preserve backward linkages through performance activities. In the Bulawayo townships in particular, Venda, Kalanga, Sotho, Swazi and Tswana performance traditions would be represented and Ndebele isitshikitsha, isitshingo and stickfighting dances with vocal, clapping and drumming accompaniment and varieties of praise-singing held special significance. Similar, in the townships, sangoma healing practices would include dances whose ritual and performance aspects were hardly separable. African weddings were important institutions for the unfolding and bringing together of genres and, if they were to be respectable, had to offer a wide variety of competing performances and be semi-public occasions, which would provide the opportunity for comment on and discussion of topical events.
Rather than creating a township cultural life form scratch, the contribution of the municipality was one of providing support for selected existing cultural activities, establishing alternative ones, creating a general system of control and providing new institutional forms. The provision of facilities and the exertion of control were inseparable -the Council operated its own Municipal Police to 15 check registration and health certificates as well as rent payments, loudspeakers and public address systems were set up in the townships as early as 1941 to be followed be 'flood-lighting' and 'tower lights... to discourage assaults' in the 1960s. 33 The organisation of sports was an important field of contested control. Boxing and football had been central popular cultural pastimes from the 1920s, with the Council providing a football ground at Barbour Fields from 1931 (to be followed in the 1940s by White City Stadium and the Mpopoma sports ground). Otherwise the organisational arrangements regarding football stayed in the hands of the Bulawayo African Football Association, which until the 1950s cooperated with the private African Welfare Society, but resisted repeated attempts by Council to take it over. 34 Boxing on the other hand, came under municipal control from early on. Boxing, especially in the ring set up at Stanley Square in Makokoba, was extremely popular both as a 'participation' and a ' spectator' sport, and great importance was attributed to it by Council welfare officials who saw it as helping 'reduce fighting and brawling' as well as being 'health promotive and invaluable character-building' in the same way as football might 'develop... initiative and sense of responsibility'. 35 Especially in the early stages of the' easi ng process', boxing was essential:
Boxing was a natural successor to faction fights and attracted immense crowds: a fire hydrant by the side of the open-air ring provided the social organiser with a useful deterrent to overexuberance. It was many years before it ceased to be needed, by which time boxing had lost its early appeal and spectators were being counted in hundreds rather than thousands. 3 6 In association with NGOs, Council entered the field of music, song, dance and drama. A municipal 'Bantu Brass Band' and an 'African Choral Society' were established from early on to be followed by support for jazz bands and jazz festivals later. An Such a central dancing arena was created next-door to the Mashumba Beer Garden in 1957. The general ambition was to provide a new institutional framework for cultural activity, partly by making beer gardens more 'decent'-'raise their tone, and encourage the attendance of many self-respecting people who at present avoid them'. 40 Partly by moving cultural activities out of the beer gardens altogether and into the community halls, where they would be placed on an elevated stage in front of an entrance-paying audience, seated in rows, and without drinks being sold -thus institutionalising culture within its own aesthetic sphere and differentiating it from the generality of drunken leisure.
The main community halls were Stanley Hall in Makokoba, which had been established as early as 1937, and Macdonald Hall in Mzilikazi which was opened in 1957. The halls would provide venues for cultural performances, but also stimulate 'participation' by accommodating meetings of 'associations' and allowing film shows to take place, directed at different layers of the township population.
In accordance with the modernisation theories which inspired the philosophies underlying Council interventions-most particularly Daniel Lemer and his Passing of Traditional Society-policy recipients were divided into three community groups. These were the masses ('as yet uneducated, simple in their tastes and completely lacking in initiative and responsibility'), the 'emergent' group ('who can do something for themselves but still depend largely upon European guidance, organisation and control') and the elite (having 'a good deal of education, understanding, initiative and practical sense, they can assume a considerable degree of real responsibility, and need only sympathetic guidance and encouragement... and invaluable section of the community'). 42 Each of the three groups required their own cultural fare -the masses, 'public participation non-existent except as spectators', needing 'mass entertainment' like 'Westerns', the emergent group being capable of absorbing encouragement of'individual initiative' and 'active participation', benefitting from 'cinema for educational purposes' and gradually qualifying to join the elites in their activities of'intelligent and responsible African participation'and preparations 'to enter the field of local administration'. 43 The 'elites' were the focus of special attention, being seen as 'the leading sector in the headlong rush to modernity'. 44 The Bulawayo City Council tried, through cultural policy, to make good some of the shortcomings in terms of 'prestige differentiation which had been characteristic of its building and housing policy-' Home-ownership schemes have encouraged the greater cohesion associated with class consciousness but have been criticised for allowing too little scope for this'. 4 5 Instead of better housing, elite members were offered cultural markers like membership in cricket, golf and tennis clubs (the most famous of the latter being named the 'Never Despair Club').
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On the whole membership was encouraged of almost any type of association from trade unions to burial societies (but excluding African nationalist political parties). In accordance with modernisation theory, 'voluntary associationmembership' was seen as an important indicator of potential for 'participation', and the generally low level of membership of anything which could be understood by Council as a formal association was regretted. 47 The municipality therefore used the availability of halls to support the creation of 'guilds' such as the 'J. M. Macdonald Guild' to provide 'a meeting place for persons of all shades of opinion, through its steadfast refusal to associate itself with politics in any way. Lectures, discussions, educational film shows and a mock Parliament (humorously conducted) were among the Guild's cultural activities,' though 'social gatherings with dancing and refreshments were the most popular activity' 48 The term 'guild' was carefully chosen-Council officials saw themselves as working in conditions which were comparable to those of early nineteenthcentury Britain, the chaos and upheavals of an industrial revolution. 49 Other activities supported were women's clubs with 'model homes' being provided' in the principal married areas... to introduce more varied activities such as dressmaking, crafts, cooking and gardening on the instructional side, and reading, games, etc. on the social and recreational side,' and' to stimulate the active participation of the women of the townships.' Gardening was to be particularly encouraged 'for the sake of its tranquilising and civilising effects'. 50 An especially important policy area had to do with youth work and the establishment of clubs to prevent 'the growth of tsotsi 19 behaviour and mentality'. 51 Unemployment was high as was the percentage of illegal residents, and the drinking of beer and skokiaan as well as mbanje smoking continued without competition to be the most popular 'recreational' activities. Families were often in a state of flux and broken up in the process of 'transition' to the nuclear modalities of modernity, though the persistence of the extended family was remarkable. 52 In this context, crime rates and fears of crime were soaring and also seen to be coinciding with the rise in political violence and 'terrorism'.
Important parts of the work undertaken by Youth Clubs and during the Youth Weeks which were organised annually form 1964 were directed at retraditionalisation and the establishment of an 'awareness of roots' rather than'modernisation' and were indicative of the contradictoriness andhalf-heartedness which were characteristic of modernising township policies. A tendency which might also be seen in the Council's support for the remnants of an old-fashioned, conservative ethnic organisation like the Matabcle Home Society 53 Hudson Ndlovu, who joined Council as a youth leader in 1959, and who has been keen to 'purify' Ndebelc culture of the corrupting influences of Westernisation, remembers:
In ihe Youth Clubs we produced drama, sewing for ihe girls, and cultural activities of various kinds like enactment of African weddings, dances of the warriors of the amaNdebele people, how to crown a king and so forth. We did this to bring the children back to their own culture.
The point of such activity was not merely to preserve as folklore memories of a rural past, but also to preserve patterns of authority between generations and sexes and practically remind young people that their urban present might be a transitory phase and to practically equip them for life in the countryside:
We also introduced animal husbandry. We taught the children how to milk cows and how to turn whole milk into amasi, thick milk, and how to mix it up with com and so on as a way of life in the African setting... At the time, we were still living under the Land Apportionment Act The Africans were in the city as a labour force, but after retirement we went back to our roots. We let these children, even if they were bom in the city, learn something about their background so that when they went out there to the rural areas, they would not be strangers. They must know their own way of life... We encouraged things like initiation ceremonies. 54 The drama produced in the Youth Clubs would also seek to revitalise tradition. The Rev. Osias Mkosana, who joined Council youth work in 1957, produced two highly successful early plays around 1960-u Sikwili ('The Grudge') and Ngiyalunga (T am doing well') and was influential in setting up an African Drama Society in the townships. Mkosana describes the appeal of traditional settings: were wedding songs and a lotof dancing... We were being encouraged really to do a lot of traditional plays. 55 Jerry Sigola, another Council official, who joined in 1961, indicates that there was some competition between 'traditional' and 'modem' genres and performances. At the dance sessions in the Mashumba arena, the audience would be mainly grown-up people and very young people because the whole thing was new to them. They could imitate it although in a small way. You need to be dressed in the right attire in order to for it be attractive. Elderly people used to come there with their little babies and so on. The teenagers didn't have time for that. They wanted to go somewhere where they were playing guitars. Traditional dancing was not welcomed by the new generation, although some uici come just for a couple of minutes and then they would push off.
Though Sigola sees mbube as having 'always been there', he counts it among 'modern' and 'foreign' genres:
Nobody really tried to push it very hard. It was mainly done during weddings, otherwise it had no meaning. People liked it because of the South Africans who played so much mbube. South Africans came here and the way they were singing it made it look new... When I grew up I was told thai this type of singing was mbube as opposed to traditional singing... When I came to Bulawayo, I found it here. The traditional singing was performed in the rural areas many years ago, but mbube I heard at home only when there was a wedding. Otherwise we would not say it is a cultural thing. Definitely not. It is something that people leamt with the South African influence. It is almost modern. 56 Thus the cultural policies of the Bulawayo City Council were as contradictory and aimed for the same uneasy compromise as the rest of the body of its liberal township administration. On the one hand, the African residents of the townships should be reminded of the transitory nature of their urban existence and taught to appreciate the authenticity of their 'traditional' African culture, which was essentially rural. On the other hand, they were also supposed to be in a very different process of one-way transition from this very 'tradition'to a state of universal, urban-industrial 'modernity' which demanded of them totally different self-images and patterns of behaviour and adaptation.
In terms of cultural discourse, the compromise was sought in the image of a glorious Ndebele past which in honest battle had given way and recognised defeat to the superior force of European civilisation. In 1968 , a double celebration took place of the 75th anniversary of the conquest of Matabeleland in 1893 and of the centenary of the death of Mzilikazi. While White Bulawayo congratulated itself with the success of its usuipation of 'the historic battleground of Rhodesia', 57 the townships were treated to a complex Township Culture and Nationalist Politics
In spite of Mzilikazi celebrations, the 1960s were a period of great hardship for Bulawayo's township inhabitants and of grave difficulties for City Council policy endeavours. With the banning of African nationalist organisations from 1959 onward, the path which national policy had 'sought unsuccessfully to tread between participation and alienation' became increasing unnegotiable, and dialogue and collaboration replaced by boycotts and sabotage, not least in the towns which' are the generators of political awareness'. 60 
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The liberal policies of township administration in Bulawayo must be seen on the background of the attempts to promote the formation of an African middle class, 'multiracialism' and degrees of African participation in national politics during the period of the Central African Federation and Garfield Todd's premiership from 1953. According to Terence Ranger, this was 'the golden age of participation', but it was soon challenged by the emergence of radical nationalist organisations like the City Youth League in Salisbury from 1955 and the Southern Rhodesian African National Congress in both Salisbury and Bulawayo from 1957. 61 From the early sixties, the participatory structures which had been established around township administration in Bulawayo began to fall apart, as township citizens were encouraged by nationalist organisations to boycott the election of members to the African Advisory Board and demand 'direct representation' rather than 'participation'. The Board resigned in June 1964, and Council officials complained about 'the introduction of nationalist politics into local affairs, which has discouraged non-political participation and driven away those who were prepared to deal with local matters on a non-political basis' and the emerging 'nationalist policy of dissociation from European institutions and of wrecking any cooperative effort'. 62 As the Rhodesian government came to be dominated by more conservative and segregationist forces, Bulawayo's Housing and Amenities Department as it was now called saw itself as being under fire from both nationalists and government, as there was 'a wave of reaction among European voters against any further efforts at racial integration'. 63 The election victory of the Rhodesian Front Party in March 1965 'marked the complete reversal of the trend towards multi-racialism in national and local politics that had been developing since the war'.
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Though the Bulawayo townships did not experience the same states of emergency as Harare and Highfield and Salisbuiy, the early sixties were a period of demonstrations, rent and beer boycotts, 'constant turmoil', 'breakdown of law and order' and 'a climate of fear':
What is happening is that pressure is being brought to bear on all and sundry to conform to whatever happens to be the prevailing fashion or mode of thought and behaviour. This pressure is exercised by veiled rumours and threats of violence spread by posses of young men, by smears on walls or notices slipped under doors at night, and by actual violence such as stonings, bombings, beatings-up, directed both at public and private property, at particular individuals, and indiscriminately. 65 Notices would refer to 'the underground army' of 'General Chedu' which would eliminate people who paid rents, and Council institutions and infrastructure came under special attack as reformist camouflage for a system of racist segregation and oppression. The Council's parks and gardens, which were to have had such a 'tranquilising and civilisingeffect'were burnt, watermetersdestroyed, schools and buses stoned and beer mugs slashed. In spite of this, 1964/65, from the point of view of the municipal 'Liquor Undertaking' was 'the most successful beer year yet'. 66 Council officials also came underpressure, and those who were known to be members of nationalist organisations were fired by Council:
Political tensions have regrettably strained staff loyalties on some occasions.... a member of staff took a leading part in a Leaseholders' Association which was calling for a boycott of rent payments following the rent increase. The individual concerned was asked to define his loyalty to Council's service or to his organisation, and appeared to about to choose the latter when he was restricted and so forfeited his employment. This incident gave rise to a Council ruling against participation by staff in political and associated matters inimical to their responsiblities. There has been some dissatisfaction....but on the whole it is even welcomed by some as protection against unwelcome political pressures. 67 In spite of this, a number of nationalists seem to have continued for work for the City Council and with township welfare programmes in spite of their organisations' formal policy of dissociation from collaboration and keeping their memberships under cover from the Council. 68 This may have been for tactical reasons, but it may also be that substantial sections of the nationalist constituency would sympathise with elements of the City Council's 'modernisation' programme for the townships and want this to be continued into eventual independence.
In the cultural field, there was competition between initiatives sponsored by Council and by nationalist organisations. The radicalisation of nationalism in the early sixties for a time made it more Africanist and culturalist also in Matabcleland, and in the periods when it was possible to hold public meetings, organisations would have their own groups of singers and dancers to support their messages. Even at non-political cultural performances, the party allegiances of particular groups would be known to audiences, and political messages would be smuggled into occasions which were believed by authorities to be 'gatherings [which] would sway the people away from political activity': the whole thing was traditional, but they would bring in politics by singing words such as "amakhiwa asibulala"-the Whites are killing us -and then go back to the traditional thing just to make sure everyone understood the real thing behind the song. 69 At the same time, Council officials would complain that community hall activities were being boycotted, or that very little people showed up. 70 Attempts,however, were continued to institutionalise and aestheticise popular cultural performance and move it to the halls and other municipal venues. Thus performances on the huge stage of the Big Bar in Makokoba seem to have been discontinued in the mid-sixties for being too riotous 71 And political tension, according to Joyce Mak wenda, brought an end to the 'golden age' of jazz culture in the late 1960s, though this may also have been related to the influx of new genres like mbaqanga or simanje -manje, highlife, ihumba and rock .72
When political meetings were banned, and nationalist leaders restricted or imprisoned, cultural activity would take on a new significance as 'substitute polities'. In the periods of underground activity, politics was forced indoors, meetings improvised in private homes, and big celebratory occasions like weddings could be used both to bring people together for secret meetings and also through varieties of cultural performance, singing and dancing, to give vent to nationalist aspirations. Township family networks as well as township market places became institutions for the mediation of political communication."^ But on the whole, police surveillance and repression of politics between the late sixties and the late seventies were massive and, for instance, prevented the development of any independent township theatre activity,outside the Council-controlled dramasocieties.^This development in the direction of more total control is also reflected in the City Council documents. From the late sixties, Council becomes increasingly propagandist about its own activities. A free monthly information magazine, Masiye Pambili, was distributed in 20,000 copies in the townships from 1964-65, coinciding with thelaunching at the national level of the government's African Times and the banning of independent African newspapers. Also, the tone and level of information of the Annual Reports from the Housing and Amenities Department seem to change in a more bland and idyllic direction Thus the 1968/69 Report
The pleasant and peaceful atmosphere in the Townships, which has been so noticeable during the last two or three years, continued. Only one incident of stoning was reported and there were no petrol bombs.
There were no attempts to prevent attendance at work, except for an entirely abortive affair atTshabalala 75 While the Bulawayo townships were being policed and propagandised into seeming quiet, the Liberation War was escalating in the countryside, forcing the acceptance of the Lancaster House Agreement and, finally, national independence in April 1980. The way in which the nationalist movement was divided in the last phases of the liberation struggle and the process through which independence was implemented, however, was to have important implications for political life in Bulawayo and for the unfolding of the cultural life of its townships after 1980.
Change and Continuity: Township Culture and Politics after 1980
Bulawayo today is a fascinating mix of change and continuity. The townships, 'high-density suburbs', continue to display old characteristics of poverty and deprivation, crime persists as an everyday problem, and the limited institutional cultural facilities continue to centre around beer gardens, shebeens, churches and community halls. Thus the overwhelming impression a visitor gets now is one of persistent segregation between the living conditions of rich and poor, proper citizens and tolerated ones.
But there is also a sense of a gradually changing geography. The old relationship between centre and periphery seems to be slowly shifting, the city itself with its offices, shops and restaurants dying out in the early evening, and the life and excitement moving west into the townships. The proportion of Whites in Bulawayo was always much smaller than in Salisbury, and this balance has become even more marked with the post-independence exodus of Whites and the entry of a new Black elite into the quiet residences of the wealthier suburbs.
Also in the western townships, one is aware of increasing consolidation and self-confidence. While unemployment, homelessness and destitution continue to be terrifying problems, not least in the context of persistent drought and accelerated influx from rural disaster areas, there are enlarged areas which display peimanence, a sense of people having established themselves firmly where they are, adding to their houses, and settling into the warm social life of evening and weekends. There is a feeling of almost conservative establishment about the Big Bar in Makokoba and the beer gardens, elderly citizens and visitors from the countryside donning their Sunday best for an afternoon outing. The' Baghdad', most popular of present-day Makokoba shebeens, and its landlord, Saddam, are institutions and hosts to some of the fastest talk one can come across in Zimbabwe, and similarly well-established is the backdoor 'workshop' to which clients will retire for the smoking of Malawian joints under the presidency of a giant Bob Marley poster.
In terms of Urban development conducted by the City Council, home ownership is expanding with a new master plan being implemented for the townships, which includes redevelopment and new low-income family residences for Makokoba and the older townships closest to the city. 76 Township residents arc in the process of becoming rate-payers, and the traditional segregation between town and township finance, and the dependence on brewery profits for development, are being broken down.
There is a great deal of continuity in township administration with new town planning documents building on ideas developed in the 1970s. 77 Many old staff members continue to work for the Council's new Housing and Community Services Department and see their efforts as carrying on from theliberal ambitions of the 1950s and 60s. The provision of new educational facilities after 1980 may have helped to solve some problems of 'Juvenile delinquency', but the rapid growth of unemployment among educated and uneducated youth alike creates new ones, and the Department's self-understanding now seems to be one of dealing with modern urban problems, rather than of easing life for 'transitional' individuals.
One example of Council community work has been the support provided,together with NGOs and foreign donors, for some of the many township theatre groups which have emerged since independence. It has been characteristic of this development, though, that groups have been established at their own initiative and defined their own needs for cultural expression. During these years, when open political discussion was dangerous, while popular sentiments were outraged and radicalised, drama groups came to play a crucial role in providing alternative fora for critical articulation and discussion, fulfilling the old role of culture as 'substitute polities'. Or perhaps rather, carving out a new space for a genuinely popular politics outside the hierarchical structures of parties and state institutions. In 1988, a preliminary study of community theatre in Bulawayo pointed out the existence of more than 30 drama groups, operating at differentlevels of competence and ambition, and with groups like Amakhosi, Meridian, Young Warriors, Tose Sonke and Iluba Elimnyama standing out among them . 81 Performances would be characteristically 'modem', mixing text and influences from a variety of inspirations and reworking and integrating traditional performance styles and genres into new settings. Also typically, the attitude towards language would be pragmatic-scripts being continuously reworked or improvised, Ndebele, English or 'Ndcnglish' could be used to communicate most efficiently with different groups of audiences.
Apart from producing plays and acting, theatre groups would take on a wider range of organisational tasks within the community. Organising umployed youngsters, they would aim at creating livelihoods for themselves through performing and training. Basing themselves in some cases on clubs of karate practitioners and kung fu fans -Hong Kong films having replaced westerns as the preferred popular cultural fare among young people in the Bulawayo townships of the 1980s -they would promote physical fitness and grace, selfrespect, discipline and the capacity to' walk tall'. And they would see themselves as an inspiration for their surrounding township communities to get organised and insist on elementary rights of selfexpression, dignity and debate. 82 There are obviously continuities here going back to some of things the liberal 'modemisers' of the Bulawayo City Council were attempting to promote in the decades before independence: The Aim of producing self-respecting citizcnhood; of building capacity for self-expression; of using combat sports for purposes of 'characterbuilding', of using cultural activity to combat crime and shebeen alcoholism.
But elements of change outweigh those of continuity. The best of the drama groups have been largely self-organised and aimed at controlling the support they have been able to raise from the City Council and other sources. The term 'participation' would mean little to them -the debate they want to inspire is political and goes beyond the level of the narrow locality. And they need no help from anyone to reconcile 'traditional' culture with modem urban conditions, as their self-expression and communication of intent are geared towards choosing and mixing available discourses to the maximum possible effect.
31
The political role of township theatre in Bulawayo has continued to be central after the conclusion of 'the period of silence' and the unity agreement between ZANU and ZAPU in 1987-88. If unity restored a level of state representation to Bulawayo and Matabeleland, it also did away with the image of ZAPU as a possible party of radical opposition and adifferent post-nationalist politics. This was articulated clearly in Amakhosi's main 1992 production Dabulap, which energetically and with a good deal of desperation debates structural adjustment, unemployment, new types of poverty in the streets of Bulawayo and for the first time uses the supposedly left-wing ZAPU Minister of Home Affairs, Dumiso Dabengwa, as its image of the politician betraying his people. And also, in quite surprising ways, points to South Africa as the land of possibilities and opportunity.
There is another tradition alive within Bulawayo township theatre, however, then that represented by groups such as Amakhosi, which links up with the history of City Council administration in different ways. This is the Ndebcle cultural nationalist drama represented by MAWA, the Mthwakazi('the Ndcbele Nation') Actors' and Writers' Association and its chairman, the recently deceased playwright and novelist Mthandazo Ndema Ngwenya.^3 This organisation, which has roots back to the 1970s, has been very active both in producing plays and in organising support for theatre through the local and national Arts Councils and from the Bulawayo City Council, with whose Town Cleric's Office Ndema Ngwenya was an employee. In the early 1980s, they became known nationally when they produced a television series for ZTV on Shaka, the' father' of the Zulu state.
Recently, afterunity, and with the increasing political frustration in Matabeleland at the outcome of ZAPU's integration into national government, Ndebele ethnic organisation, cultural nationalism and ideas of federation and possible alternative affiliations to parts of South Africa have been gaining new ground. Thus, a new cultural society called Vukane Mahlabezulu ('Wake Up, You People!') gained prominence in Bulawayo in the process of preparing for the controversial centenary celebrations of the 1893 Ndebele War.
The revival of local Ndebele nationalism wants to secure abetter deal for people in the region, whom they claim have been betrayed by a centralist Zimbabwean state, dominated by 'the Shona'. The 'period of silence' was really a war of Shona against Ndebele, and the unity of 1987 'had nothing, nothing whatsoever to offer the minority and dominated Ndebele'.
84
Vukane Mahlabezulu was formed with Hudson Ndlovu as Organising Secretary and Mathandazo Ndema Ngwenya as Publicity Secretary -both of them ex-City Council officials. The society also aims at the restoration of the authenticity of Ndebele culture and at giving an advice on correct tractional cultural practices. Known as Halimana, Ndlovu appears on weekly radio programmes 'Amasiko lokhololwesi Kristu' (' Culture vs. Christianity') and' Amasiko Ethu' ('Our Culture'), gives advice on and answers phone-in questions about Ndebele tradition.
Ndlovu is critical of the way some of the modern performance groups take freedoms with and reinterpret traditional cultural forms and misuse for example isltshikitsha dancing:
It is being spoilt these days. Yesterday is was not allowed to do things like that because it was not something to play around with. Modern people want to do that. The majority of us who have remained do not like that and I am dispelling it on the air on Amasiko Ethu. I have always spoken against it because it lowers the prestige of a purpose that is useful to the people. 8^ Thus, two very different understandings of culture seem to coexist in the township practices of today, exemplified by the traditionalist authenticism of Hudson Ndlovu on the hand and the modernist eclecticism of drama groups like Amakhosi or Meridian.
It could be argued that both understandings have links back to the projects of colonial modernisation which were undertaken in 33 1960s and 1970s. These projects were characteristically contradictory or half-hearted in their attempts to at once modernise and traditionalise African urban citizens. An important current development seems to be that the two strands of the contradiction are coming apart. The future will show which understanding of culture will come to dominate the life of Bulawayo's townships, and what the political consequences will be.
The question is partly what form ethnic mobilisation will takewhether it will be 'soft' and integrative, providing a political language for otherwise alienated groups, as one tradition in Matabeleland exemplifies, or 'hard' and exclusivist in a perhaps more 'modem' and chauvinist variety, closer to the appearance ethnic politics have recently been taking in South Africa through the Inkatha Freedom Party and related initiatives. 86 And partly how the political culture of Zimbabwe and Matabeleland will serve to accommodate ethnically oriented organisation -will the boundaries of tolerance be flexible enough to integrate such discourse through dialogue, or will it be exorcised as a devil rearing its tail from a 'pre-modem' past?
Notes and References 1 Cf. two project documents, 'Bulawayo Community Arts Initiative "Esikhosini'" and 'Proposed Cultural Centre' prepared by Amakhosi Performing Arts Workshop (Bulawayo [1994] . 0. Ranger, 4 African Politics inTwentieth Century Southern
